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Abstract. This report summarizes the proceedings of a workshop discussion session presentation and visualization of aspects relating to duplicated, copied, or cloned code. The main outcomes of the working session
were: (a) a realization that two researchers had independently generated
very similar methods for browsing and visualization clone “clusters”, and
(b) a list of questions for visualization, particularly in relation to how
the “proximity” of clones may relate to interest in the clone.
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Introduction

This report summarizes the proceedings of a working session from the DRASIS
Workshop [1]. The topic of the working session was the presentation and visualization of aspects relating to duplicated, copied, or cloned code. Several members
of the medium-sized group (around 15) had extensive experiences in different visualization types, and were able to relay some of their experiences. The session
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had three distinct phases of activity: (1) survey and recount of presentation or
visualization techniques, (2) discussions of tasks supported by visualizations,
and (3) a less structured session of asking questions and brainstorming about
filtering of clones, and classifying them. This report is structured into sections
along those lines.

2

Review of Presentation Techniques

The session started out with a recounting of well-known and some less-wellknown clone visualization techniques. The implicit purpose of the review appeared to be to prime the discussion: to ensure all discussants present were aware
of well-known techniques, and to bring the different approaches together in hopes
that the juxtaposition would spark insight. Initial overview and discussion was
lead by Toshihiro Kamiya. The recount covered the following (inexhaustive) list
of different visualization techniques:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2-D scatter plots in the style of “dotplot” [2] and “duploc” [3].
Phylogenetic trees [4] or genealogies [5].
Visual presentation of alignment or multiple alignment (diffing).
Treemaps and “duplication webs” [6].
“SeeSoft” [7]-style clone location views.
“Hasse” diagrams; used with clustered clone relationships.

In addition to this review, two live demonstrations were made on laptops, introducing techniques not as widely known. One visualization was demonstrated
by Cory Kapser. The system he demonstrated is known as “CLICS” [8]. The
visualization uses an ordinary “box and arrow” diagram of a system’s high level
component interconnection graph, in which the edges convey clone relationships
between the components, including the classification of the relationships. A second visualization was demonstrated by Ahmed Hassan. It showed a graph using
labeled edges. Rectangles depicted subsystems or modules. Edges depicted aggregated clone relationships between subsystems. Diamonds were shown on edges
which indicated the size of the clones. The volume of and shape of the diamonds
conveyed additional information about the clone relationships: their width, for
example, showed the number of clones between the subsystems. Colour was used
for redundant coding of the clone information. The effect was to quickly convey
the location of possible maintenance issues.
One of the most intense discussions regarded an exemplar-based method
of viewing and navigating entire clusters of clones. Interest was generated, in
part, by the realization that two participants—Jim Cordy and Will Evans—had
independently generated similar visualizations. Some of the details are availble
in published form [9,10], but from the discussions the key common features of
the visualization process are:
– algorithms are used to collect related clone pairs into clusters,
– scoring criteria are used to rank the closeness of the clone instances,
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– entire clusters are abstracted to a schema level by using identifiers in the
places where variations occur,
– users are able to drill-down from clone instances to their locations and context.
2.1

Discussion of Tasks Supported by Visualization

The group was sensitive to the fact that the value of a visualization is related to
the tasks for which they are used. The group chose to ask which types of tasks are
supported by the reviewed visualizations. It was agreed that the visualizations
presented by Ahmed Hassan seem especially appropriate for system assessment
and estimation of effort during software evolution. An interesting point was made
by three of the members: that the task of producing correct tools was itself helped
greatly by visualizations. All of Jim Cordy, Ettore Merlo, and Will Evans were
able to recount experiences where the visualizations helped the tool-builders
themselves rather than the tools’ end users.

3

Filtration and Classification Brainstorming

The remainder of the session consisted of divergent discussion; it took form by
asking questions and then discussing possible answers.
Question: can we visualize cloning to understand intent?
Clones may exist because the developer had a particular intention for the clones.
An extended discussion was started regarding whether one may differentiate between divergent and convergent clones. The terms “divergent” and “convergent”
refer the to evolutionary directions taken cloned pairs. In divergent evolution,
the pairs evolve independently and differences will tend to increase over time;
equivalently, the clones are loosely coupled. In many cases, the developer may
intend for pairs to be allowed to diverge.
In discussing these properties of clone relationships, participants agreed that
all clone management tools will need to have functionality to allow users to drop
clone relationships. Some simply are not of interest to the user, even though
they might well be considered as clones by someone. The underlying idea is
that the user’s context alters “relevance” [11]. Two contexts, in particular, were
discussed:
– When clones cross subsystem ownership boundaries. In such cases, these are
“don’t care clones” because the subsystems will evolve separately. Moreover,
there is no desire to refactor the code to remove the clones because it would
create an artificial coupling where none is desired (Conway’s law).
– When there is a business case to keep or ignore the clone. This was noted
by Ettore Merlo to occur in genuine industrial contexts.
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Question: What is the Relation between Original Author and
Clones?
This question was precipitated by Cory Kapser recounting a case study on log
files that showed that a single maintainer took responsibility of a full clone set.
The maintainer performed “parallel” updates to all instances to make them
consistent.
Question: Is there a Correlation between Proximity and
“Interestingness” of Clones?
The question was more-or-less directly prompted by the previous two questions.
In particular, a chain of reasoning was performed, as follows:
– One important aspect of “interestingness” is whether the clones in a clone
pair are maintained by different organizational or business units or concerns,
– Conway’s law will tend to ensure the code structure reflects organizational
structure,
– Modularity ensure concerns are localized,
– ... so does clone proximity indicate commonality of concern, and therefore
indicate degree of interest?
The group also asked a corollary question: is there a (negative) correlation
between proximity and clone divergence rates?
Question: Can we Combine Some Metrics to Use As an Estimator
for Deciding Whether Clone Pairs are Convergent or Divergent?
This, once more, was a follow-on question that was precipitated by prior questions. The idea was that management structure in place could either force convergence, or allow for divergence. The thought occurred that a measure of code
locality might then be used as a heuristic for the likelihood that a given clone
pair would be convergent or divergent. That is, if one measures the distance of
clone pairs (in terms of distance within the system structure graph, presumably),
can one reasonably use the distance as a heuristic for the likelihood that they
are divergent?
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